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Correctors in IR1/5, layout HLLHCV1.1
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Correctors in IR1/5, layout HLLHCV1.1

The crab cavity knobs contribute almost as much as the x-scheme -> we are right at 
the limit with the corrector strength!!!
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Correctors in IR1/5, layout HLLHCV1.1

… only slightly better situation for flat optics



What we can do: crab cavity knobs
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Shift knob: range = +/- 0.5 mm, knobs, ccp:  xb1(crab)= xb2(crab), ccm: xb1(crab)=-xb2(crab)
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We can control 2 points in the crab cavity area, but not 4.

Slope knob (ccs): +/- 0.25 mm
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2. “slope” knob (ccs) defined as:

zDC = dABCD , and

zAB = 0

wherez stands for x or y respectively, and zb1/ b2 is thedisplacement from thereferenceorbit for Beam 1

and Beam 2 respectively, zDC and zAB the displacement of the cryomodule for crab cavities D/C and

A/B from the reference orbit and dABCD the transverse offset between the two cryomodules. In order to

correct the alignment error of 0.5 mm between two individual cryomodules, the shift knob has to cover

the range of ± 0.5 mm and the slope knob ± 0.25 mm, which is illustrated in Figure 21.

shift

slope

Fig. 22: Layout HLLHCV1.1: Sketch of the knobs for beam-based alignment of the crab cavities. The correctors

that are not used are marked in grey.

In case of the “shift” knob Beam 1 and Beam 2 are coupled, as two of the MCBX correctors

have to be used in order to have enough variables to match (z, z0) to zero at the IP. As a larger MCBX2

strength is required for the IT error correction (Sec. 4.2), theMCBX1 and MCBX3 areused for theshift

knob. For the “slope” knob no MCBX correctors areneeded, but theMCBRD has to beused to close the

bump before the IP. In case of strength limitations in MCBYY4 or MCBY5 also MCBC6 and MCBC7

could be used instead for both knobs. The orbit in case of the “shift” knob is shown in Fig. 24 and for

the “slope” knob in Fig. 23.

Table 18: Layout HLLHCV1.1 - round collsion optics: Maximum corrector strength required for shift (ccp, ccm)

and slope (ccs) knob.

corrector strength [Tm]

knob MCBX1 MCBX3 MCBRD MCBYY4 MCBY5

ccp 0.37 0.40 0.31
0.42 0.43

ccm 0.00 0.14 0.14

ccs 0.00 0.00 0.52 0.95 0.44

sum 0.37 0.54 0.97 1.79 1.30

Table 19: Layout HLLHCV1.1 - round collision optics: maximum orbit displacement in beam sigmas in the IP to

D2 region for theshift knob. For thecalculation of the beam size 2.5 µm normalized emittance hasbeen assumed.

orbit [σ ]

knob TAXS MQX D1 TAXN D2

ccp 0.00/0.00 0.58/0.22 0.51/0.21 0.48/0.38 0.50/0.43

ccm 0.00/0.00 0.00/0.00 0.07/0.05 0.39/0.31 0.49/0.42

26
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Crab cavity knobs - range
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Crab cavity knobs - ccp

IR5, beam 1 IR5, beam 2
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Crab cavity knobs - ccm

IR5, beam 1 IR5, beam 2
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Crab cavity knobs - ccs

IR5, beam 1 IR5, beam 2
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Alignment tolerances

Note: what counts is the orbit deviation from the electrical center of the crab cavities (not the mechanical)!

What we know:

1. tolerable orbit in crab cavities:

a. if crab crossing active:        +/- 1.0 mm from electrical center

b. if crab crossing not active: +/-2.0 mm from electrical center

c. if crab crossing not active and less current: >+/-2.0 mm (e.g. VdM could be up to +/-2.5 mm) 

2. Alignment of crab cavities:

The mechanical center of the crab cavities can be aligned within +/-0.5 mm. This includes the initial 

misalignment and the alignment which might occur between alignment campaigns (what is the 

interval assumed?). The alignment error is independent of if the crab cavities are in the same 

cryomodule or not!

2. The difference between the electrical and mechanical center is not known yet. (It is expected to be 

small (below the +/-0.5mm), but requires data from cavities fabricated to define a better estimate)

3. Using the crab cavities as BPMs, the orbit can be determined within +/-0.1 mm at the location of the 

crab cavities
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Alignment tolerances

Note: what counts is the orbit deviation from the electrical center of the crab cavities (not the 

mechanical)!

What we can conclude in respect of the orbit budget:

1. operational margin = tolerable orbit deviation at location of crab cavities in case of active crab 

crossing and after subtraction of alignment errors: 

+/- 1 mm–[+/-0.5 mm (align. error of mech. center)]–[+/-dme mm (align. error of electrical-mech. center)]

= +/-(0.5-dme) mm 

2. the position of the electrical center with respect to the beam at the crab cavities (neglecting the 

information of nearby BPMs) is known within:

+/-0.1 mm (precision of crab cavities as BPMs)

Open questions:

1. knowledge of alignment error between electrical and mechanical center

2. are the beam-based alignment knobs still useful to compensate alignment errors? (note that they 

can only adjust two points in the cc section, but we have 4 cavities)?

3. orbit corrector strength has to be reevaluated once we know all alignment errors (see also next 

slide)
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Scenario with using BPMs in IR region

Scenario/budget using the BPMs in the IT and crab cavity region:

Assuming a 1-2 mum BPM precision, the orbit at the location of the crab cavities could be known 
even more precisely, let’s say <+/- 10 mum (see the sketch on the following slide):

a. [+/-0.5 mm] – [+/-dme] – [+/- 10 mum] would be left for the adjustment of the crossing 
scheme (note: the alignment error dme between electrical and mechanical center is not 
known)

b. orbit corrector budget – contributions not taken into account/to be confirmed:

- The orbit correctors in the DS/arc need to have sufficient strength to correct the 
orbit to <+/-10 mum in the crab cavity section (still to be verified)

- The orbit deviation caused by errors in the IT are already included in the budget, 
leaving only the uncertainty of the D1/D2 transfer function to be compensated 
(either by D1/D2 currents or nearby orbit corrector)

• -> beam based alignment of cc knobs could be used for D1/D2 error correction, but 
the range needed should be considerably smaller

=> we might have even margin in the corrector strength, if there are not any bad surprises by the 
alignment error between electrical and mechanical center (hopefully the error is much smaller than 
+/-0.5 mm) and the D1/D2 transfer function error!

arc
crab cavities

orbit < +/-10 mum D1/D2 error: 
correction - not in 

budget

triplet error: correction 
in budget

D1/D2 error: 
correction - not 

in budget
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orbit < +/-10 mum
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BPM layout
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Optimization of BPM position to increase the knowledge of the orbit in the crab region:
- Add a BPM in between D2 and crab
- Exchange the position of the BPM at Q4


